
Franklin Villa

35 Brighton Road
Brisbane, QLD 4101
Australia

Phone: 07 3255 0889

Hotel in Brisbane, QLDHistoric Franklin Villa is an authentic Victorian mansion

providing luxury accommodation in the heart of Brisbane. The traditional

Queenslander has been fully restored to reveal its original splendour and updated to

be a contemporary, comfortable guest house, combining modern conveniences with

old-world charm. Each of the five guest suites have their own beautifully appointed

ensuite or exclusive private bathroom. Guests are also invited to enjoy the facilities

including a lap pool, billiard room and living room. One of Franklin Villa’s

outstanding features is its wide, wrap-around verandas on every level, commanding

panoramic views of the city skyline and providing plenty of space to relax and take

in the Queensland climate.  Centrally located in the heart of South Brisbane and

within a few minutes’ stroll of the dining precincts of cosmopolitan West End,

Franklin Villa is an urban oasis. It is a short distance from South Bank’s cultural hub,

Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, South Bank Parklands, Cinemas, GoMA,

QLD Art Gallery, QLD Museum, State Library, Markets, Riverside Parks & walkways,

and West End’s array of popular restaurants , cafes, and hotels.Franklin Villa  is a

unique accommodation experience to be savored. We welcome you to experience

the genuine warmth and charm of this magnificent guest house. Franklin Villa has

four uniquely styled guest rooms and offers a range of Brisbane bed and breakfast

configurations to suit your needs. Close to Southbank South Brisbane the

accommodation includes a flat screen TV with DVD player, luxurious linen and

duvet, air-conditioning, mini bar and tea and coffee making facilities in each room.

Laundry facilities are available. All guests have unlimited access to the billiard room

and lounge area which has a plasma television with Foxtel and a computer with free

broadband internet (including wireless connectivity to your laptop). You also have a

fully equipped kitchen, wrap around balconies and 20 metre lap pool.
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